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INTRODUCING THE TRANSFORMATION 10
In an era of relentless change, a company survives and thrives based not on its size or performance at any given time but on its ability to harness disruption and reposition itself to create
a new future. Indeed, strategic transformation—adapting a core business to changing market
conditions while also creating new growth around new products, services, or business models—may be the business leadership imperative of the 21st century. It’s also difficult, which is
why credible stories of transformation are so rare.
While transformation is the hardest challenge a leader will ever face, it’s also the greatest
opportunity a leadership team will ever encounter.
To better understand the dynamics of transformation, we created a new methodology to
measure strategic change and identify public companies that are successfully doing it.
Instead of relying solely on metrics such as revenue or market value, or by subjective assessments such as “most innovative, the Transformation 10 screened companies in the S&P 500
and Global 500 (see our full methodology, page 14) across three key categories:
1.		NEW GROWTH: How successful has the company been at creating new products, services,
new markets, and new business models? This includes our primary metric: the percent of
revenue outside the core that can be attributed to new growth areas.
2.		REPOSITIONING THE CORE: How effectively has the company adapted its traditional
core to changes or disruptions in its markets, giving its legacy business new life?
3.		FINANCIALS: Has the company posted strong financial and stock market performance,
or has it turned around its business from losses or slow growth to get back on track? We
looked at revenue CAGR (combined annual growth rate), profitability, and stock price CAGR
during the transformation period, which was different for each firm.
Our initial phase of research identified 57 companies making substantial progress towards
transformation—merely 6% of the public companies in our data set. The second phase narrowed the list to 18 finalists, and the final 10 was selected by a panel of business experts including former P&G CEO A.G. Lafley and Innosight’s co-founder, Professor Clay Christensen.
The stories of the companies on our inaugural list reveal the leadership challenge at the heart
of transformation—and also the payoff. Consider the case of Microsoft:
•	THE CRISIS: During the 2000s, the company was mired in an existential crisis that critics
dubbed “Microsoft’s lost decade.” Waves of disruptive platforms—from the Web, to smart
phones, to tablets—flattened the growth curve of Windows and Office, its core PC software
franchises. Once the world’s most valuable company, its stock price remained stuck where
it had been in the fall of 2000, after the bursting of the dotcom bubble. One of its boldest
moves, a partnership with Nokia to design better and cooler smart phones, turned out to
reinforce what was lacking: “Microsoft is unable to connect with the new generation of
users,” wrote Global Equities analyst Trip Chowdhry in a 2010 research note to clients.
•	THE TRANSFORMATION: When Satya Nadella took over as CEO in February of 2014, the
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strategic plan he presented to the Board and to customers was much bigger and broader
than just creating better software and devices. The leader of its fledgling Cloud Services
division since 2010, Nadella detailed his vision “to redefine the way the world uses technology over the next decade.” Over the prior three years, the 46-year-old native of India had
already turned the Azure cloud platform into a $20 billion area of new growth. Now,
he proposed to make it the new heart of the company.
	He changed Microsoft’s mission, from the archaic-sounding “a computer on every desk in
every home” to the much more customer-focused aim of “empowering every person and
organization on the planet to achieve more.”
•	THE RESULTS: Going into the fourth year of Nadella’s tenure, the results help tell the story
of an extraordinary transformation. Cloud Services now accounts for 32% of total revenue,
with usage doubling just in the past year. While profit margins have dipped, leadership in
new growth markets has sent Microsoft’s stock on a climb that has outpaced the S&P 500
to reach a new all-time high.
With these criteria and stories in mind, our final list is as follows:

T10
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RANK

COMPANY

NEW GROWTH AREA*

CEO			

STOCK PRICE CAGR**

#1		

Amazon

Cloud services (10%)

Jeff Bezos		

30% (vs. 5% for the S&P 500 since 2006)

#1 (tie)

Netflix

Video streaming (80%)

Reed Hastings		

45% (vs. 10% for NASDAQ-100 Tech since 2007)

#3		

Priceline

New business models (25%)

Glenn Fogel		

34% (vs. 10% for S&P 500 since 2010)

#4

Apple

iPhone & iPad ecosystem (80%)

Tim Cook		

29% (vs. 5% for the S&P 500 since 2006)

#5		

Aetna

Value-based healthcare (40%)

Mark Bertolini		

25% (vs. 12% for Nasdaq since 2010)

#6		

Adobe

Digital marketing (45%)

Shantanu Narayen

24% (vs. 18% for Nasdaq since 2008)

#7		

DaVita

Total patient care (30%)

Kent Thiry		

10% (vs. 10% for S&P 500 since 2012)

#8		

Microsoft

Cloud services (32%)

Satya Nadella		

12% vs. 10% for S&P 500 (since 2010)

#9		

Danone

Nutrition (29%)

Emmanuel Faber		

3% (vs. -1% for Euro STOXX 50 since 2007)

#10

ThyssenKrupp

Industrial solutions (47%)

Heinrich Hiesinger

4% (vs. 13% for the DAX Index since 2012)

(with revenue as a % of total revenue)

(vs. benchmark since start of transformation)
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As a quick scan of the ranking shows, the final T10 ended up with substantial representation
from the tech sector. Amazon.com and Netflix top the list in a tie as the transformation at
both companies received perfect scores from all of our eight judges. Meanwhile, software
companies Adobe and Microsoft were judged to have deftly moved into areas beyond their
core while embracing new business models in cloud services.
Apple, of course, serves as one of the most dramatic transformation stories in business
history and probably would have scored even higher if not for our time frame limit of 10 years.
In the decade since the introduction of the iPhone in 2007, Apple has turned its former new
growth area—its device and content ecosystem—into the new heart of the company, far
eclipsing its refortified personal computing business.
Priceline Group received an even higher score due to its stunning success
multiplying its market value from $1.3 billion to more than $80 billion over a decade. It
accomplished this by venturing beyond its core “name your own price” business model and
its core market of airline reservation to embrace a counter-intuitive strategy of pursuing
global hotel bookings with a radically different business model.
The T10 also includes companies from other industries. From the healthcare sector, Aetna
and DaVita each made the list by embracing the consumerization of care and shifting from
fee-for-service to a value-based care model.
Danone has transformed from a diversified seller of food and beverages into a nutrition
company executing its mission “to bring health to as many people as possible.” Finally,
German steelmaker ThyssenKrupp has repositioned itself in manufacturing while also
venturing into industrial solutions and digital services.
In spotlighting the achievements of these companies, this briefing offers important takeaway
lessons of strategy, culture, innovation, and leadership that these companies have exhibited.
We also examine the job growth implications of transformation.

“	What businesses are doing here is fundamentally changing in form
or substance. A piece, if not the essence, of the old remains, but what
emerges is clearly different in material ways. It is a liquid becoming a
gas. Lead turning into gold. A caterpillar becoming a butterfly.”
	Innosight’s Scott Anthony and Mark Johnson, with Clark Gilbert, in their new book,
Dual Transformation.
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TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP:
FIVE LESSONS FROM THE JOURNEY
By looking more deeply into these strategic transformations and analyzing the tough
decisions made by the leaders of our T10 companies, we saw five common patterns that can
be distilled into a set of takeaway lessons:

1

Changing an organization is so arduous and the time frames are so long that it often
requires new leadership to do it. That’s why it makes sense that there’s a common pattern
of CEO tenure on our T10 list: The most successful CEOs start in their position with a trans-

Transformational
CEOs tend to be
“insider outsiders.”

formation strategy in mind, if not already in place, from day one.
In other words, they don’t have greatness thrust upon them after taking office; they come to
their role with a proactive plan for change. Typically, it’s not an outsider who instigates the
change but someone from within the organization, such as Aetna’s Mark Bertolini, who has
already envisioned or prototyped the future.
At Microsoft, Satya Nadella ran Microsoft’s cloud computing effort, and he built that business
unit into viable new growth unit before he became CEO in 2014. He got the top job because of
that, and from then on it was all about accelerating the vision he had to make it the primary
strategy of the company. The same was true for Adobe’s Shantanu Narayen: he won the job
because he was able to articulate
the vision and hit the ground running.
An extraordinary example of this leadership pattern comes from Priceline
CEO Glenn Fogel. As head of strategy
and M&A throughout the 2000s, he
was instrumental in creating and laying
out the plan for its future. Priceline became famous as the “name your own
price” travel site, primarily focusing on
airline tickets in its early days, then expanding into rental cars and hotels, mainly in the U.S. Searching for new growth opportunities,
Fogel in the mid-2000s came across a startup in Amsterdam called Bookings NV and another
in the U.K. called Active Hotels, buying them for a combined $200 million.
He saw in these startups a growth opportunity that was counter-intuitive—in that their
business model was opposite to Priceline’s in three critical dimensions: instead of the
predominent “merchant model” of taking a 25% commission upfront on a hotel reservation,
the startups had an “agency model” of taking a lower 15% fee only after the guest checked
out. Instead of focusing on the relative handful of major hotel brands so that quality was
consistent, these startups were persuing the long tail of hundreds of thousands of inns, B&Bs,
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apartment buildings, and smaller properties in nearly 200 countries. Instead of fully automated connections with its travel partners, these startups deployed a high-touch, human sales
staff that visited the proprietors and showed them how they can set up computer systems to
feature their properties and list their reservation capacity.
Building on these startups, Fogel launched Priceline’s Booking.com unit, which now accounts
for the majority of Priceline’s more than $80 billion stock market capitalization. Priceline’s
new growth over the past decade now positions it as the leading online travel services company, surpassing Expedia and Travelocity.
This was also the case at Danone. In 2014, Emmanuel Faber became only its third CEO in the
past 40 years. But he won the job because he was one of the architects of the 2020 vision to
transform the food and beverage company into a family health and medical nutrition company
that emphasized sustainable agriculture. In its core business, Danone divested product lines
such as biscuits and beer to invest in broadening and fortifying its yogurt and dairy franchise.
For new growth, Faber in 2007 helped form a new business unit called Nutricia that made baby
foods, protein bars, and health shakes. As soon as he became CEO, he accelerated the transformation and he was the one who made a $10 billion bet on acquiring WhiteWave, known for
its non-dairy, plant-based milk beverages. New growth now accounts for 29% of revenue.
Though the German steel maker ThyssenKrupp in 2011 looked to an outsider for new leadership, its Board ultimately tapped one of its members, Heinrich Hiesinger, a Siemens executive with experience supplying technology to many industries. From day one, he was able to
execute what he called “the strategic way forward,” a plan for repositioning its declining core
of steel manufacturing while moving rapidly into industrial software and digital services, introducing new solutions platforms for elevators, refineries, ships, machinery and the automotive
industry. These areas now make up 47% of sales.
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Transformation
involves two
separate journeys.

7

Many who have tried to transform have failed. As Warren Buffet once said, “Most turnarounds don’t turn.” One of the most common culprits is that leaders look at change as one
monolithic process, under which the old company eventually becomes a new company.
That doesn’t work for a host of practical reasons. An organization that grew up to produce
newspapers, for instance, not only lacks the skills to build a digital content company but
might actively resist embracing the new in order to protect the business they know and love.
Many of the companies on the
T10 pursued a form of what
we call “dual transformation”
to manage these tensions.
“Often, companies will try to
mash up these two efforts into
one, and what happens is that
they end up underperforming
on both,” says Clark Gilbert,
one of the coauthors, along
with Scott Anthony and Mark
Johnson) of the new book
about this approach, Dual
Transformation. As CEO of the
160-year-old Deseret News in
Salt Lake City, Gilbert created
a two-track process to help
the company adapt as digital
disruption began to put pressure on the newspaper industry. In Deseret’s Transformation A,
the core organization was able to focus on repositioning the traditional newspaper as cash
cow revenue streams like classified ads were fading away. At the same time, in its Transformation B, new people, in separate organization, with a different business model, launched a new
digital growth business. Gilbert cites newspaper industry studies that show how the companies that kept the print and the digital efforts separate and distinct except for a few shared
capabilities were the only ones that succeeded in generating substantial new growth.
Along these same lines, Apple served as the classic model of dual transformational. When
Steve Jobs returned to the company he co-founded in 1997, he focused at first on Transformation A by bringing back a sense of design and repositioning the core Macintosh franchise
for the Internet Age. Not long after, his leadership team brainstormed a “digital hub” strategy,
in which the Mac would be the center of a new device and content ecosystem that would
become Apple’s Transformation B.
It’s a strategy that also worked for others on the list. When Shantanu Narayen became CEO
at Adobe in 2008, for example, he saw warning signals such as a saturated user base for its
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creative software as well as the start of a shift to cloud computing. Instead of trying to change
everything within Adobe’s core, he formed a separate business unit to pursue a new growth
area: the digital marketing of content. Under Transformation A, Adobe repositioned its software packages such as Photoshop and Illustrator into a Creative Cloud subscription services.
Under Transformation B, it acquired startups that possessed different products and capabilities and launched a Marketing Cloud service. Today, this new growth area brings in 45% of
Adobe’s revenue.
Amazon has followed this model as well. Amazon Web Services was formed as a separate division before its public launch in 2006. Current AWS CEO Andy Jassy has been with the project
since it began in 2000 as an internal challenge to scale IT infrastructure for its own online
retail business. Over time, Amazon attracted major customers—as everyone from Netflix to
NASA to the CIA is now hosting critical functions on the Amazon cloud. Along the way, AWS
would also end up solving a long-standing business problem: its core was only barely profitable. Today, AWS accounts for about 10% of Amazon’s $150 in revenue but generates the majority of its profits, sending Amazon into the top five companies in the world by market value.

3
You can’t execute
transformation
without highly
engaged employees.

Visionary founders often build cultures that revolve around their charismatic
entreprenuerial energy. The classic cases of this phenomenon include Steve Jobs at Apple,
Jeff Bezos at Amazon, and Reed Hastings at Netflix.
But the harder trick is to change the culture of a company so that it can execute transformation. Microsoft is a case in point. Although he had the blessings of co-founder Bill Gates and
outgoing CEO Steve Ballmer, Nadella was unlike his predecessors. After arriving on the Redmond, WA campus in the early 1990s, Nadella built his reputation as hands-on engineer, not
a visionary like Gates. And unlike Ballmer, a motivational salesman famous for his bombastic
speeches to stadium full of employees, Nadella was known for listening, learning, and analyzing. His idea of motivation was leading a company-wide hackathon, empowering employees
to work on passion projects. Indeed, one of Nadella’s favorite quotes, often attributed to Peter
Drucker, is “culture eats strategy for breakfast.”
As a result, Nadella has been credited with transforming the culture to become more inquisitive and creating an environment of exploration. This is a far cry from the sales-based, Type A
culture that Ballmer had instituted. Nadella says his all-time favorite quote is from T.S. Eliot:
“We shall not cease from exploration/And the end of all our exploring/Will be to arrive where
we started/And know the place for the first time.”
When it comes to building a strong and unique culture, perhaps no one on the list is more
committed than DaVita CEO Kent Thiry. In 1999, he came in with a strong track record in the
kidney dialysis industry to salvage a near-bankrupt company called Total Renal Care that was
losing money and had a market cap sinking below $200 million. In addition to finding ways to
stem the losses, he lead an effort involving 800 people and dedicated six months of their time
to create a new identity and set of values.
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Together with the employees, the chose the name DaVita, Italian for “giving life,” and
settled on the following list of core values:
• Service Excellence

• Accountability

• Integrity

• Fulfillment

• Team

• Fun

• Continuous Improvement
The problem with a list of
values, though, is that they
don’t seem sincere unless
you find a way to bring
them to life. This was where
Thiry surprised everyone. At
company gatherings, senior
managers got dressed in
costumes and performed
skits—for instance becoming the Three Musketeers
and leading call-and-response chants of “All for
one, one for all.” He became
the M.C. of awards banquets to honor employee heroism that had all the music, stagecraft
and emotional speeches of the Oscars.
Then, to embed the company’s dry mission statement about “being the provider, the employer and the partner of choice,” Thiry wrote a song that is now sung dozens of times per year
at company meetings. “Singing the song makes people uncomfortable,” Thiry notes, “but it
shows that building this culture is a conscious thing that we must do.”
Above all, Thiry looks at DaVita as a “community first and a company second.” Employees are
called “citizens” of the village, and Thiry is the “mayor.” Together, they celebrate “village victories.” The first victory was reaching solvency, turning profitable after years of losses. There
have been many others, including achieving double the industry average quality rating for
kidney dialysis centers, according to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS).
“In terms of clinical outcomes,” explains industry analyst Sean Iddings, “DaVita went from
mediocre (at best) to leading the industry.” By 2013, DaVita had the lowest gross mortality
rate in the industry. “If your life depends on dialysis, your preferred choice would be DaVita.”
The success in turning around DaVita’s core business caught the attention of Warren Buffet.
Over-riding his own proclamation that “turnarounds rarely turn,” Berkshire Hathaway
became DaVita’s largest shareholder, now owning 18.6% of the company.
But it’s DaVita’s move into new growth areas is what earned it a spot on the T10. Starting
with an acquisition, of 50 physician’s offices from Healthcare Partners in Southern California,
DaVita worked to build an “integrated delivery network” that contracts for the full spectrum
of care, using the value-based model of being paid to keep patients healthy rather than ac-
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cepting fee-for-service. For instance, 92% of its patients are now vaccinated for pneumonia.
DaVita also has expanded the model to create DaVita Rx, a full-service pharmacy for renal
patients, and to incorporate electronic health records, resulting in new growth that now represents about 30% of revenue.
Building this kind of a committed culture has paid off. Instead of being a micro-cap company
on the brink of bankruptcy, DaVita is now a mid-cap corporation with a $13 billion market
valuation, producing what analyst calculated as “a 70-bagger for shareholders.”
Stories of cultural change like Microsoft and DaVita are exceptions, but it’s the kind of change
well worth striving for. Whatever your strategic transformation plan may be, you won’t be able
to execute it without the right culture based around the right set of values.

4
Communicate,
communicate,
communicate:
transformation can
only take root if you
are constantly telling the story of your
future.

To change the culture and move into new growth areas, the CEO needs to become “the
storyteller in chief,” says Aetna’s Mark Bertolini. That means telling different aspects of
the same transformation narrative to all the constituencies and stakeholders in the company.
“The CEO’s responsibility is to create a stark reality of what the future holds,” says Bertolini,
“and then to build the plans for the organization to meet those realities.”
In Aetna’s case, this meant
building a narrative of how the
move away from fee-for-service reimbursement to the new
business model of value-based
care would change the nature
of health insurance and one
day possibly render it obsolete.
Instead of simply reinforcing
the story about strengthening
Aetna’s current businesss,
Bertolini developed a narrative
about building new skills to help
consumers make better health
choices—resulting in a new organization that can make money doing so.
Telling that kind of a story about the future is not a one-time event. “It’s easy to underestimate the amount of communication that is needed,” he adds. “You have to be tireless about it,
consistent and persistent, and keep battering the core messages home week after week. Your
leaders have to as well, and they have to tailor the message so it has the appropriate level of
fidelity relevant to each part of the organization. A person working in a call center might need
a different set of messages than a line manager does to understand how he docks into the big
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picture.”
This applies to investors and Wall Street analysts as well. While some CEOs might want to
keep transformation plans secret for competitive reasons, Bertolini advocated being as
forthcoming as possible about his ten-year vision, although he warns that it’s much easier
to do if you hit your short-term numbers. “To have the right to move towards transformation,
you have to deliver performance in your core businesses,” he says. “When you meet your
commitments, and as you get results, you earn the right to broaden the vision.” But he also
warns analysts that the strategy will likely evolve over time as different experiments succeed
and fail.
As for telling the story to the leadership team, he emphasizes that “top leaders have to be
aligned around the long-term vision and the assumptions about the future that underpin it.
But you also have to change nature of the dialogue with them, away from one about certainty and predictability, and towards one about assumptions and managing risks and setting
expectations that change is not something that happens quickly.”

5

Many of the most famously disrupted companies—from Blockbuster to Borders to
Blackberry to Kodak—ran into their deepest troubles a decade or more after some
of the first warning signs appeared. Some leaders took heed of the fault lines beneath their

Develop a roadmap
before disruption
takes hold.

feet—recognizing that there were new technologies or new competitors that could derail the
business. But none of the leaders of these firms developed effective transformation plans in
time to save their companies from ruin.
At the other end of the spectrum is Reed Hastings, the co-founder and CEO of Netflix. He
originally disrupted VHS video rental stores by selling DVD-by-mail subsciptions through a
website. But even as that business grew quickly to dominate the industry, Hastings believed
that a new wave of disruption could be rolling in. “My greatest fear at Netflix,” he said, “has
been that we wouldn’t make
the leap from success in DVDs
to success in streaming.”
That’s why he laid the groundwork for a transformation as
far back as 2007, when he
started quietly negotiation
deals with content providers
to test online streaming of
movies and TV shows. Over the
next four years, Hastings grew
more and more paranoid that
he would miss the boat. Then,
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in 2011, in the famous Qwikster debacle, he tried to raise DVD rental prices and spin off that
business to focus only on streaming. This prompted a backlash from angry customers—and
triggered a humbling apology from Hastings: “I messed up,” he wrote.
But the mistake he made was much more preferable than waiting too long and resting on
his success. He reformulated his plan, this time to extend the life of the DVD business during
its expected decline while aggressively rolling out the new streaming service. This proved to
be such a winning strategy that it funded a big move into original content. In 2013, Netflix
disrupted network television again, unleashing the binge watching craze with House of Cards.
Now, Netflix serves as a model of what a successful transformation looks like. With membership reaching 100 million paying members in 190 countries, Netflix is producing more original
content than anyone else as the leader of the reconfigured movie and television landscape
that it helped create.
This bias towards preemptive action was also in play at Aetna, one of America’s oldest companies and one of the largest players in the highly conservative health insurance business.
Aetna had grown and remained profitable through the economic downturn in 2008 and 2009.
Yet during a pivotal set of board meetings shortly after becoming CEO in 2010, Bertolini
began to make the case for transforming the company over the next decade. He was convinced that the business of health insurance would one day disappear and be replaced with
something else. If Aetna pursued only small changes, it risked either slow decline or sudden
shocks. But if the company transformed to take advantage of new opportunities, Bertolini
concluded, it could lead to a doubling of revenue by 2020.
That urgency is what led to a multi-front transformation plan: to shift away from the predominant “fee-for-service” reimbursement model to the new model of “value-based care.” Thinking
through the logic, this wasn’t just about payment models, but about how care would be delivered. In the future, it was entirely possible that provider systems like hospitals and physicians
practices would take on the financial risk of caring for consumers themselves. If that were
true, private health insurance as we know it would dwindle over time.
Acting on this future vision, Aetna invested more than $4 billion to acquire and develop new
technologies that enabled hospitals, physicians groups and other providers make the shift
toward new models of prevention and wellness that would lower the cost of care. Finally, it
began to reposition to the core by catered directly to consumers, instead of mainly selling
policies to corporate benefit managers.
Now, as the entire industry is scrambling to make these very same changes in order to
improve the quality of care and keep costs under control, Aetna is ahead of these trends and
well on track towards its growth goals. Currently, 40% of its revenue comes from value-based
contracts, and that is expected to grow to 75% by 2020.
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HOW STRATEGIC TRANSFORMATION CAN GENERATE
JOB GROWTH
The criticism you often hear about companies undergoing dramatic change is that it results
in downsizing and job losses. So we set out to see how strategic transformation affected
employment levels at the companies we studied.
Given that generating new jobs is such a hot-button economic issue in the political realm,
we believe these results are worthy of attention. After all, leadership choices at major
corporations have consequences that affect millions of people and their families.
Overall, the 18 finalist companies in our research sample (the T18 companies) increased
employment by more than 500,000 during the course of their respective transformations.
This represents an aggregate 27% growth over their starting point base of 1.9 million jobs.
Like-for-like paired comparisons in similar industries, in similar circumstances, over similar
time periods, with companies that did not pursue similar efforts, increased employment by
only 160,000, an aggregate increase of 4% growth over their starting base of 4 million jobs.
We freely admit that this analysis is directional and subject to all sorts of biases. But the
finding is quite dramatic: Companies that embraced strategic transformation grew
employment by 23% more than similar companies that did not.
Below is a subset of this data: the employment changes of our Transformation 10 companies
versus their comparison companies over the average time frame of the T10 transformations.
Of course, many factors affect employment, so that’s why we look at aggregate totals.

T10 COMPANIES

EMPLOYMENT CHANGE
(During Transformation Period)

COMPARISON COMPANIES		EMPLOYMENT CHANGE
(During Average Period 2009-2016)

Amazon

+327,500

Walmart		+200,000

Netflix		

+3,158

Time Warner		-6,000

Priceline Group

+15,100

Expedia		+12,115

Apple		

+94,400

HP		-109,000

Aetna		

+16,200

Humana		+23,500

Adobe		

+7,046

Autodesk		+2,200

DaVita		

+16,600

Baxter		-1,700

Microsoft

+24,000

Oracle		
+31,263

Danone		

+11,063

Pepsico		+61,000

ThyssenKrupp

-11,474

US Steel		-13,200

TOTAL NET CHANGE

+503,593 jobs

TOTAL NET CHANGE		 +200,178 jobs
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To help detect bias in our sample, we also looked back five years before the transformation
period began for each of the companies and their comparison set. We found that job growth
at both sets were roughly even in those five years. The divergence in workforce growth, therefore, happened after transformation efforts began.
In 2004, for example, Adobe employed about 3,000 people. Today, it employs close to
16,000, a more than five-fold increase. Contrast Adobe’s performance to AutoDesk, a
company that was in a similar circumstance to Adobe’s. In 2004, AutoDesk employed 3,500
people. Today, it employs about 9,000. That’s strong growth by any count, but can’t match
Adobe’s performance.
Companies that transform also have a fresher workforce, which can be beneficial to the
culture. Overall, 21% of today’s workers among the 18 finalist companies have been added
during the transformation period. That contrasts with less than 4% of the workforce among
the comparison firms.

T10 METHODOLOGY AND JUDGING
We began the process of identifying candidates for the Transformation 10 by screening
companies in the S&P 500 and Global 500 according to the following questions.
1.		Has this company exemplified strategic transformation?
2.		Has this transformation had impact on customers and its industry in the past decade?
3.		Does the company show potential to sustain its transformation over the next decade?
During this first phase of the methodology, a small team of Innosight consultants pored
over the S&P 500 and Global 500 to arrive at a list of 57 companies that had made a clear
commitment to strategic transformation within the past 10 years. Our team rated each
company using a set of criteria measuring their financials (notably revenue growth and stock
performance), the degree to which they had built meaningful new growth businesses, and
the degree to which they had repositioned their core business.
During phase two, we used these comparative metrics to narrow the list to 18 finalist candidates. For each of company, we created a one-page judging profile (see the profiles of the
T10 companies starting page 17). We then sent that presentation of profiles along with
instructions out to our panel of judges, who scored each company on a scale of 1 to 5, with
5 being the best example of a successful strategic transformation. We’d like to acknowledge
and thank our list of judges and congratulate not just the T10 winners but the eight companies that also made the final round.
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ADDITIONAL FINALIST COMPANIES
These are the other eight companies that made it into the final round of judging for the
T10 list, ranked in order of the scores from the judging panel.

RANK COMPANY

NEW GROWTH AREA*

CEO			

STOCK PRICE CAGR**

#11 General Electric
					

Industrial Internet software
and services (6%)

Jeffrey Immelt		

7.6% (vs. 8.9% for Dow Industrials since 2011)

#12 Nestlé
					

Nutrition, health, and
wellness (17%)

Paul Bulcke		

6.4% (vs. 3% for Swiss Market Index since 2005)

#13 Deutsche Telekom
					

Energy, healthcare, media
Timotheus Höttges
8.5% (vs. 4.8% for the S&P Global 100 Index
distribution, connected cars (12%)				since 2010)

#14 Cisco
					

Subscription-based software and
digital services (24%)

Chuck Robbins		

4.3% (vs. 9.9% for S&P 500 since 2010)

#15 Lenovo
					

Consumer electronics,
smart phones, IoT services (28%)

Yang Yuanqing		

4.3% (vs. 3.3% for the Hang Seng since 2006)

Jean-Pascal Tricoire

6.8% (vs. 6.5% for the Euro STOXX 50 Index

(with revenue as a % of total revenue)

#16 Schneider Electric Predictive analytics and

(vs. benchmark since start of transformation)

					

IoT services (43%)				since 2006)

#17 Telstra
					

Network Applications and Services, Andy Penn		
0.5% (vs. 2.8% for the S&P/ASX 200 Index
Data & IP, Media (24%)				since 2005)

#18 Panasonic
Energy & environment (10%)
Kazuhiro Tsuga		
									

14.6% (vs. 15.5% for Tokyo Stock Price Index
since 2012)
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Clay Christensen

A.G. Lafley

Rita McGrath

Scott Cook

TEO Ming Kian
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Matthew Eyring

Theodor Weimer

THE PANEL OF JUDGES FOR THE T10
1.		Chris Chadwick
		former CEO, Boeing Defense

5.		 A.G. Lafley
			former CEO of Procter & Gamble

2.		 Clay Christensen
		 Professor at Harvard Business School;
			Innosight co-founder

6.		 Rita McGrath
			Professor at Columbia Business School

3.		 Scott Cook
		 Founder and Chairman of Intuit
4. Matthew Eyring
			Chief Strategy & Innovation Officer
			Vivint Inc.

7.			TEO Ming Kian
Director, Temasek and Chairman,
Vertex Holdings
8.		 Theodor Weimer
		 Country Chairman, UniCredit
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T10 Rank #1: Amazon.com
The online retail giant developed technology to streamline internal
operations, then turned it into a highly profitable web services business.
INDUSTRY: Online Retail 		
Chairman, President
& CEO: Jeff Bezos

REVENUE: $107 bn
HQ: Seattle, WA
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION: Since its inception, Amazon has always
been growing explosively as the world’s leading online retailer. But profit
margins have mostly been slim to non-existent.

10%

Revenue from new growth areas

STRATEGY: Stemming from an effort to speed up internal projects beginning in 2006, what is now called Amazon Web Services grew into a cloud
computing platform that Amazon began selling to outside customers as
large as Netflix and the U.S. government. Seeing the potential, Jeff Bezos
has expanded the business rapidly.
CORE: Fortifying its core beyond its original footholds in books, Amazon
has steadily added adjacent retail categories, while also moving into hardware devices. Amazon now boasts the best-selling e-reader, two-thirds
of the ebook market, and with Echo a top spot in the market for smart
speakers. Prime Music and Prime Video, its growing library of music, movies and original series, is supplied as part of a Prime membership, which is
becoming a greater and greater value bundle.
NEW GROWTH: Selling technology on a B2B basis is a new growth area.
In fiscal 2015, AWS delivered $7.9 billion in revenue (up from $4.7 B in
2014) out of the total $107 billion, and accounted for more than half of the
company’s operating profit. While that was only about 7% of revenue, AWS
broke the 10% mark in 2016.
FINANCIALS: Revenues leaped 900% from 2006 to 2015, net income
grew 214% to nearly $600m, as profit margins decreased from 1.8% to
0.6%. Revenue CAGR: 29.1%. Stock CAGR: 29.6% (vs. 5.2% for S&P 500).
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T10 Rank #1 (tie): Netflix
The video entertainment company shifted dramatically along the
dimensions of its business and delivery models while becoming a
top original content provider.
INDUSTRY: Entertainment/Internet		
CEO:
Reed Hastings

REVENUE: $8.8 bn
HQ: Los Gatos, CA
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION: Founded by Reed Hastings as a disruptor
to Blockbuster by delivering DVDs more cheaply via online ordering and

88%
Revenue from new growth areas

U.S. mail delivery, Netflix set its sights early on the enormous growth
potential of online video streaming of movies and TV shows.
STRATEGY: Starting in 2007, Netflix started to shift its model, retaining
DVD rentals but testing on-demand streaming through Internet devices
and cable TV boxes. In 2013, with House of Cards, it added original content
and unleashed the binge watching craze.
CORE BUSINESS: Netflix’s core business of DVD rentals by mail order
subscription is now offered as a bundle with streaming. As expected,
its DVD segment continues losing members, now down to 5 million, but
Netflix has invested in sophisticated automation systems to improve
operations. After a 2011 hiccup with Qwikster, an attempt to separate the
DVD business entirely, Netflix has managed the decline while still retaining
satisfied members.
NEW GROWTH: The domestic and international streaming business
posted over $6 billion in revenue in 2015, accounting for 88% of sales.
While expensive, the production and commissioning of more and more
quality original TV series and movies is an entirely new business that fuels
subscription growth and reduces reliance on outside sources. One benefit
of the model is that it enabled Netflix to grow from 1 country to nearly 200
in just a few years.
FINANCIALS: Adding millions of new streaming subscribers per quarter,
Netflix has now reached 100 million members. Revenue was up 632% to
$8.8 billion since 2007. But net income has risen and fallen due to heavy
original content investments, growing 179% over that span as profit
margins thinned from 5.8% to 2.1%. Revenue CAGR: 24.8%. Stock CAGR:
44.8% (vs. 10.4% for NASDAQ-100 Tech).
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T10 Rank #3: Priceline Group
In becoming the world’s most valuable travel company, Priceline pursued
radically different business models including the “long tail” of overnight
reservations at properties beyond the major hotels.
INDUSTRY: Travel & Technology		
CEO:
Glenn Fogel

REVENUE: $9.2 bn
HQ: Norwalk, CT
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION: Considered a go-to destination for airline
and hotel bookings using its “name your own price” business models,

25%
Revenue from new growth areas

Priceline was leaving a lot of travel-related opportunities on the table.
STRATEGY: The world leader in online travel decided to invest its profits
into providing a more complete solution by scaling up sites with different
business models, buying Open Table, Bookings NV, KAYAK, agoda.com,
and rentalcars.com.
CORE BUSINESS: Priceline’s core business is now responsible for $55
billion in gross bookings, generating $9.2B in revenue and $2.6B in profits,
but it is repositioning around a broader set of customer jobs to be done
such as planning a complete travel trip experience, much like an online
concierge.
NEW GROWTH: Starting in 2010, Priceline moved into new growth and
adjacencies that now account for 25% of revenue. According to a recent
HBR case study of Priceline, Booking.com was the first site to deploy a human salesforce to service the long tail of travel suppliers (i.e. independent
hotels and apartment buildings) and add them to its platform. It therefore
had the “first-mover advantage” with many suppliers. The Bookings.com
model reportedly now accounts for the majority of Priceline’s $80 billion
in stock market value.
FINANCIALS: Revenues increased 199% from 2010 to 2015, to $9.2
billion, while net income grew 383%. Profit margins increased from 17.1%
to 27.7%. Revenue CAGR: 24.5%. Stock CAGR: 33.7% (vs. 9.9% for S&P
500).
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T10 Rank #4: Apple
Apple repositioned the Mac platform as the hub for a new constellation
of devices while building the world’s largest content ecosystem.
INDUSTRY: IT, Comp. & Electronics
REVENUE: $215.6 bn
CEO:
Tim Cook

HQ: Cupertino, CA
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION: By 2007, Apple under Steve Jobs had
already turned around its ailing computer business and branched into the
leading digital music device and content company. But a much broader

80%
Revenue from new growth areas

transformation was yet to come.
STRATEGY: With iTunes and the App Store, Apple moved way beyond its
hardware business to establish the world’s biggest ecosystem for digital
content, from music to movies to millions of apps. By controlling this
ecosystem, it would become a platform for any number of new growth
ventures.
CORE: Apple continues to be a manufacturer of computers with complete
hardware and software integration. Sales are dipping this year, but the
repositioned Mac has quadrupled in sales over a decade.
NEW GROWTH: The iPhone in particular wasn’t a replacement for Mac
revenue but rather a giant addition, and it now accounts for 63% of a company with $233 billion in sales. In 2005, iPod and iTunes already accounted for 39% of revenue, but the transformation from there accelerated,
with iPhone, iPad and the entire digital ecosystems surrounding those
products now 80% of the company and encompassing new franchises
from Siri to ApplePay to iCloud and a $20B services business that didn’t
exist a few years ago.
FINANCIALS: Revenues increased from $14B to $216B over a decade,
with net income multiplying more than 3,000%. Revenue CAGR: 28.2%.
Stock CAGR: 29% (vs. 5% for S&P 500 since 2006).
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T10 Rank #5: Aetna
While redefining the model of selling health insurance through employers,
Aetna now also sells care management directly to consumers and healthcare IT to providers.
INDUSTRY: Healthcare
CEO:
Mark Bertolini

REVENUE: $60.4B
HQ: Hartford, CT
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION: In 2010, when Mark Bertolini became CEO,
Aetna was growing in its core business of providing group health insur-

40%

Revenue from value-based contracts

ance policies, which remained steady even during the recession. But he
detected fault lines in consumer dissatisfaction, along with rising costs for
a healthcare system that was also difficult to navigate.
STRATEGY: Bertolini unveiled a strategy to develop new products and services that would gradually move it to new business models over a decade.
Specifically, it would work more closely with providers to move away from
the standard “fee-for-service” model of reimbursing them after appointments, tests, and procedures. Instead, Aetna would help them institute
“value-based care” (aka “accountable care”) solutions to address rising
costs and inefficiencies—by paying fixed sums per patient to incentivize
savings. That would require new IT services for hospitals and providers.
Aetna would also move into marketing plans directly to consumers.
CORE: Aetna’s core business has remained strong, with overall revenue
up nearly 80% over the past four years. That strength has enabled the
gradual repositioning, by expanding collaborative relationships with doctors, health care systems, and other health care professionals as it begins
to also roll out its direct-to-consumer business.
NEW GROWTH: Aetna’s new Healthagen business unit is selling a suite of
IT services to providers, but it does not break out revenue from this unit.
Rather than focus on sales of these services as a metric for new growth,
Aetna instead takes a broader metric, by showing how these new services
enable cost savings in care and a shift in its revenue mix towards the new
accountable care model. The company reports about 40% of revenue
from value-based care.
FINANCIALS: Revenues increased 79% from 2011 to 2015; net income
grew 20% even as profit margins decreased from 5.9% in 2011 to 4% in
2015. Revenue CAGR: 15.6%, 2011-2015. Stock CAGR: 24.6% (vs. 12.5%
for NASDAQ).
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T10 Rank #6: Adobe
Adobe moved beyond its core in packaged software for document
creation into cloud services for the digital marketing of content.
INDUSTRY: Software/Digital Media
REVENUE: $5.9B
CEO:
Shantanu Narayen

HQ: San Jose, CA
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION: Famous for brands such as Photoshop,
Illustrator, and Acrobat, Adobe dominated the market for creating and
designing documents and images, growing over its first 25 years into the

45%
Revenue from new growth

second largest desktop software company, after Microsoft.
STRATEGY: In 2008, new CEO Shantanu Narayen detected fault lines in
the business, including a saturated user base and a shift to cloud-based
business models. A year later, he announced a new focus on digital marketing and analytics through a software-as-a-service (SaaS) business
model. To help get there, Adobe conducted several acquisitions including
the digital marketing and analytics company Omniture in 2009, and online
marketing campaign software maker Neolane in 2013 to build those capabilities and achieve scale.
CORE: Over this time, Adobe’s traditional core in packaged creative
software went into decline. But Adobe repositioned the core by bundling
Photoshop and other programs into a Creative Cloud subscription service.
Revenues from Creative are now 54% ($2.6 billion) of the total in 2015,
down from 70% (of $3.1 billion) in 2012.
NEW GROWTH: Digital marketing is now the growth engine at Adobe. Revenues from Marketing Cloud ($1.36 billion) and the new Document Cloud
($792 million) in 2015 together represented 45% of total sales.
FINANCIALS: Adobe’s revenue jumped from $2.9 billion in 2009 to
$5.85 billion in 2016, with net income growing by 79% in 2016, to $1.13
billion. Adobe now gets 67% of revenue from its cloud-based subscription
business model. Revenue CAGR: 10.5%. Stock CAGR: 24% (vs. 18% for
NASDAQ).
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T10 Rank #7: DaVita
The kidney dialysis-center leader now also operates physician’s offices
and partners with other providers to manage the total care of patients
with kidney problems.
INDUSTRY: Healthcare
CEO:
Kent Thiry

REVENUE: $13.8B
HQ: Denver, CO
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION: DaVita Healthcare operated about 1,200
kidney dialysis centers across the United States, as one of the largest in

30%
Revenue from new growth

its field, making its money on a traditional fee-for-service business model.
STRATEGY: In 2012, DaVita acquired Healthcare Partners to venture
beyond its core to create “an integrated delivery network” in which they
could receive not only dialysis revenue but also help manage a patient’s
total healthcare while averting the expensive and life-threatening end
state of renal disease. That would involve assembling a broad range of
care services and solutions.
CORE: In its core, DaVita nearly doubled its dialysis locations, to more
than 2,300 over a decade. With nearly 20 million U.S. patients suffering
from some kind of chronic kidney disease—and fewer than 7,000 nephrologists to care for them—DaVita has become an even more vital provider
for those patients.
NEW GROWTH: Starting with only 50 physician’s offices from Healthcare
Partners in Southern California, DaVita worked to build an “integrated
delivery network” that contracts for the full spectrum of care, using the
accountable care model of being paid to keep patients healthy rather than
just fee-for-service. For instance, 92% of its patients are now vaccinated
for pneumonia. DaVita expanded the model to create DaVita Rx, a full-service pharmacy for renal patients, and to incorporate electronic health
records, resulting in new growth that represents 30% of revenue.
FINANCIALS: Revenues increased 68.3% from 2012 to 2015, but net
income fell 52% as profit margins decreased from 6.9% in 2012 to 2% in
2015. Revenue CAGR: 18.9%. Stock CAGR: 9.9% (vs. 10% for S&P 500).
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T10 Rank #8: Microsoft
The software giant transcended the business model of packaged software to one of selling cloud services and AI.
INDUSTRY: Computer Software & Hardware
REVENUE: $847B 		
CEO:
Satya Nadella

HQ: Redmond, WA
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION: The quintessential high-tech growth story
of the 1980s and 1990s, Microsoft hit a wall in the early 2000s just as
the Internet was taking off. Its core business model of selling packaged

32%
Revenue from new growth areas

applications such as Microsoft Office was disrupted by the cloud, and its
business of selling Windows to OEMs was disrupted by the proliferation of
non-PC devices such as smart phones and tablets.
STRATEGY: In launching the Azure cloud computing platform for building,
deploying, and managing network applications in 2010, Microsoft made
a big bet on disrupting itself by embracing cloud-based technology. At
the same time, it set out to regain its innovation heritage by building new
hardware platforms in gaming and tablets.
CORE: The core Microsoft Productivity and Business Division has been
repositioned for the cloud. Growth has been flat but it still accounts for
about half the company. One bright spot: Business software revenue
increased 5% over the past year, due to strong subscriptions to the Office
365 cloud suite, which now has 23 million users.
NEW GROWTH: Microsoft’s Intelligent Cloud business, including Azure
and on-premises server software, reported 2016 revenue of more than
$25 billion, about 32% of the company total. Azure usage more than
doubled year over year, due to strong growth in document, video, app, and
developer tool hosting and delivery. Microsoft has also built up its hardware business to $9 billion, due to strong growth in its Xbox and Surface
platforms.
FINANCIALS: Revenues jumped 36% from 2010 to 2016 (a year of decline
due to failures in mobile phones and a new revenue recognition model), as
net income dipped from $18.8B to $16.8B, with profit margins declining
from 30% to 20%. Revenue CAGR: 5.2%. Stock CAGR: 12% (vs. 10% for
S&P 500).
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T10 Rank #9: Danone
The diversified food and drinks business has transformed by refocusing
its mission on health and nutrition.
INDUSTRY: Food & Beverages
REVENUE: €22.4 bn ($23.7 bn)
CEO:
Emmanuel Faber

HQ: Paris
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION: While best known for its yogurts, historically Danone has sold food and beverages regardless of nutritional content. But in the early and mid-2000s, the Paris-based company divested

29%

Of revenues now from early life nutrition
and medical nutrition

its beer business and also sold off large operations in biscuits, cheese,
meats, and sauces.
STRATEGY: In 2005, Danone published its Food, Health and Nutrition
Charter to prioritize growth along the lines of its mission of “bringing
health through food to as many people as possible,” and it has now
completed a 10-year period of refocusing its operations and product lines
around this higher purpose.
CORE BUSINESS: Danone expanded its yogurt product line with new
varieties and sizes, adding the Activia sub-brand, and acquiring Stonyfield
and other brands that fortify its fresh dairy core, while also repositioning
into soy milk and other dairy-free alternatives. Evian and other bottled
water also remained a key part of the core. Those two areas accounted
for 81% of sales in 2006 and now account for about 70% of a much larger
company.
NEW GROWTH: Danone’s acquired Numico in 2007, a maker of baby food,
nutrition bars and protein shakes, then set up a new business unit called
Nutricia, to grow its portfolio of health brands. All told, its new growth
areas now incorporate an Early Life Nutrition & Medical Nutrition portfolio
that accounts for 29% of revenue, up from just 3% in 2006.
FINANCIALS: Revenues rose 60.6% from 2006 to 2015, while net income
rose 5.4%. Profit margins fell from 9.5% in 2006 to 6.2% in 2015. Revenue
CAGR: 5.4%. Stock CAGR: 3.4% (vs. -0.8% for the Euro STOXX 50 Index).
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T10 Rank #10: ThyssenKrupp
One of the world’s largest steel producers reduced reliance on commoditized manufacturing and transformed into a high-value industrial
technology company.
INDUSTRY: Metals & Industrial Solutions
CEO:
Heinrich Hiesinger

REVENUE: €42.8 bn ($45 bn)
HQ: Essen, Germany
BEFORE TRANSFORMATION: In Germany, ThyssenKrupp was long
synonymous with steel, and was especially known for supplying high-end

47%

Of revenue from Technology and
Industrial Solutions

steel to the automotive industry. But the manufacturer came under pricing pressure from producers in Asia and incurred net losses.
STRATEGY: In 2012, new CEO Heinrich Hiesinger decided that only a
minority of the company’s business should remain in producing steel. He
put forth a Strategic Way Forward to transform by creating new industrial
technology platforms.
CORE BUSINESS: By 2015, only 25% of revenues came from steel, due in
part to divestitures, while at the same time growing revenue in materials
services.
NEW GROWTH: Industrial Solutions is the new growth area for Thyssen
Krupp and it is led by its own CEO. The business includes capital equipment as well as software and services. The new growth areas are emerging
as the new core, including solutions platforms for elevators, refineries,
ships, machinery and the automotive industry. These areas now make up
47% of sales.
FINANCIALS: Revenues fell 9.1% from 2012 to 2015, although net income
improved dramatically from a net loss of (-€4.7 billion) in 2012 to €268
million in 2015. Profit margins improved from (-9.9%) to 0.6%. Revenue
CAGR: -3.1%. Stock CAGR: 4% (vs. 10% for the DAX Index).
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